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rahu and ketu - market timing - 1. what are rahu and ketu? rahu and ketu arise from indian mythology and
are important in vedic astrology. rahu is the "dragon's head" and is associated with the north node of the
moon. ketu is the "dragon's tail" and is associated with the south node of the moon. rahu rides a chariot of
darkness drawn by eight black horses and is said eclipses omens or indicators of change? - ketu are
invisible marks in the sky that tell us where the next set of eclipses will occur; the point where the sun, moon,
and earth will align to create the eclipse. in vedic astrology, rahu and ketu become invisible activating points
and when planets cross these points in the six months after an eclipse, they can portend change for rahu and
ketu: the dragon’s head and the dragon’s tail - rahu is the ascending node while ketu is the descending
node. when the sun is near rahu or ketu, the eclipse season comes into being and solar and lunar eclipses
occur as the luminaries conjoin or oppose each other. there will always be at least two solar eclipses a year;
one near rahu and one near ketu, which celestially reenact the mythic enmity vedic astrology transit guide
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stand on the shoulders of my great teachers and i particularly want to acknowledge ... planets ruling deity
over ruler stones surya - the sun ... - moon, mars, mercury, jupiter, venus and saturn, along with the two
lunar nodes, the north and south nodes, rahu and ketu. the hindu astrology is based on an elaborate
calculation of the positions of these planets at the time of one's birth. for example, the zodiac is divided in to
twelve zones ('houses' of 30 degrees each). personalized rahu - ketu transit report - rahu and ketu are
strange and unique concepts in vedic astrology. they are not planets in the classical definition of planets. they
have no mass. rahu and ketu are the two lunar nodes. rahu is known as the dragon's head and ketu as the
dragon's tail. they are just two astronomical points. rahu is the point at which moon crosses the ecliptic to ...
vedic mythology of solar eclipse and its scientific validation - vedic mythology of solar eclipse and its
scientific validation s santhosh kumar1* & r rengaiyan2 ... and mentioned as rahu is the cause, but in the
atharvaveda, (13.2.16-18, 28) the description of ketu is found and is more suited for a comet, but rahu is
nowhere mentioned in the rig, sama and yajurveda. eclipses in ancient india1 - rahu and ketu to describe
the ascending and descending nodes of the point of intersection of the lunar and solar orbits (subbarayappa,
2008, kochhar 2010). these are then transformed into specific moving points of a periodicity of 18.6 years and
a conjunction of rahu and ketu with sun and moon are identified as periods of eclipse. 4. navagraha - nine
planets in hindu astrology - navagraha or the nine planets has great importance in hinduism and hindu
rituals. navagrahas are considered to play a major role in deciding the destiny of man. the navagrahas are
surya (sun), chandra (moon), mangal (mars), budha (mercury), brihaspati (jupiter), shukra (venus), shani
(saturn), rahu (north lunar node) and ketu (south lunar node). rahu-ketu transit report - vedalife - classical
definition of planets. they have no mass. rahu and ketu are the two lunar nodes. rahu is known as the dragon's
head and ketu as the dragon's tail. they are just two astronomical points. rahu is the point at which moon
crosses the ecliptic to the north. ketu, the south or descending node, is where it crosses it to the south.
importance of transit astrology - importance of transit astrology transit astrology (gochara) ... lunar
gochara - based on sign wise distance of transiting planets from the natal sign ... important are the return of
jupiter, saturn, rahu-ketu, uranus, neptune and pluto. half returns i.e., when the planet touches the 180
degrees to its natal position is also ... article - secrets of vimshottri dasha by vinay jha - vimshottari
system is based upon lunar nakshatra, hence its year ought to be lunar. indian tradition year is a ccombination
of solar and lunar, known as ... omit rahu, ketu and moon initially, which are not full planets. inner planets,
including sun, are in the right half of the upper ... article - secrets of vimshottri dasha by vinay jha () ...
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